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and social relations may now be one of the most
important influences on health. There is little evidence
to guide further speculation on the mechanisms that
may lie behind this relation, though the strength of the Correction
relation suggests that a wide variety of factors may be
acting. Indeed, if confirmed, the importance of Medical manpower
relative poverty to public health may lie in the possi- Several editorial errors occurred in table I of this article by
bility it provides of influencing unknown as well as Stephen Brearley (14 December, p 1534). The heading to the
known risk factors. third column should read "No of inhabitants per doctor"; ther ffigure given for the medical workforce in Germany is that for the
These results should caution against using the lack medical workforce in the former West Germany; and the medical

of a close relation between national mortality and workforce in Austria is 21 572, not 211 572.
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